technique bridges the gap between the high level custom instruction extension and chip fabrication in nanotechnologies. In particular, instead of using the conventional static timing analysis (STA), it utilizes statistical static timing analysis (SSTA). Therefore, the approach becomes probabilistic where the delay of each CI is modeled by a Probability Density Function (PDF).
INTRODUCTION
The use of embedded processors in a wide variety of platforms such as cell phones, health monitoring devices, and automotive applications is increasing. Similar to many other digital systems, the computing speed and power consumption are two critical design parameters [1] . One of the design approaches for these processors is the application specific integrated circuit (ASIC) design technique where both high speed and low power dissipation are achieved at the expense of higher design cost and lower flexibility. Another solution which has higher flexibility and lower design cost is the general purpose processing (GPP), where the computing speed is lower while the power consumption is higher than those of the ASIC design.
The application specific instruction set processor (ASIP) methodology is the third approach which can improve the computing speed and power consumption of the GPP technique [2] [3] . In the ASIP design approach, the instruction set of a GPP is extended through ASIC design based on the features of the specific application. Note that this kind of extension can
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Mehdi Kamal 1 be performed for graphical processors as well as VLIW architectures [4] . The augmented instructions are determined such that the desired speed, power, and cost requirements are fulfilled. The main idea behind using the ASIP design approach is to run the hotspot parts of an application using custom instructions (CIs) and the other parts of the application on the Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU) of the processor. The CIs (which are executed using a hardware block which is called a Custom
Functional Unit (CFU) in parallel with the ALU of the GPP) improve the processor speed (performance and computing speed are used interchangeably in this paper) by increasing the instruction level parallelism, and reducing the register file accesses. Similarly, by decreasing the accesses to the cache and register file, the CIs reduce the power consumption.
The ASIP design approach starts by extracting the data flow graph (DFG) of the application [1] [5] . Next, all the subgraphs that meet the constraints of the parallel hardware are enumerated as CIs. Convexity, I/O port count, and propagation delays of the subgraphs are common constraints in the CI enumeration. Finally, the best CIs among the candidate CIs, will be selected based on their merit function values. For each CI, the merit function value shows the value of the parameters that should be improved by the ASIP. Normally, the main parameter of interest is the computational speedup, which shows how much of performance improvement is obtained using the CIs [1] [2].
In the conventional ASIP approach, the worst-case delays of the primitives (e.g., AND, ADD, SHIFT, etc.) are used as the reference to extract the latency of the CIs. In sub-100nm nanotechnologies, however, complexities in the manufacturing of the transistors with small sizes have resulted in significant variations in nominal transistor parameters (such as threshold voltage and effective channel length), which in turn has led to uncertainties and inefficiencies in the performance and power consumption optimization of the circuits [6] . There are two types of variations: (i) within die or intra-die, and (ii) die to die or inter die variations. Intra-die parameter fluctuations consist of both random and systematic components. An example of the systematic intra-die variation is the aberrations in the stepper lens while the placement of dopant atoms in the device channel region is an example of the random variation [7] . Hence, for each parameter of the transistor, we cannot consider only a fix value. Instead, the values of a parameter are shown by PDF (Probability Density Function) which shows the probability of each parameter value.
As the process variation impact increases, the gap between the high level design and fabrication may increase if proper statistical techniques are not invoked. The reason for the increase in the gap originates from the fact that the resolutions of fabrication processes/equipments remain constant while the feature size is decreased increasing the process variation impact.
Hence, the values of transistor parameters which are considered in the design time may be totally different from the values of the transistor parameters in the manufactured deign. Based on the ITRS report [8] , the performance variation would be 77% in 2024. Therefore, design based on the process corners to meet the latency constraint is inadequate [6] . In the worst-case design approach, to guarantee that the target delay requirement is fulfilled, the worst-case process corners should be considered. This approach has become inefficient because of variability increases due to technology scaling where the variability has exceeded an acceptable norm. For these technologies, using the worst-case approach means more and more margins should be considered to cover these increasing variations leading to overly pessimistic design and unacceptably increasing the cost. On the other hand, in the statistical design approach, where statistical variations are handled realistically, various trade-offs such as performance versus yield can be made. This will lead to the prevention of loss of performance due to guard-banding as well as new possibilities for optimization and robust design methodologies. In this approach, instead of modeling the variations of physical parameters as a fixed set of corners, they are modeled using probability density functions which represent their variability around their typical (nominal) values. Hence, the design flow of the embedded system is not an exception either and should shift from deterministic to probabilistic approaches.
Based on data reported in [9] [10], due to the existence of many critical paths in the execution unit, the execution stage is more critical in comparison to other pipeline stages, and hence, it must be considered in a variation-aware design flow. In the case of ASIP processors, the designer increases the speed at which the processor runs an application by defining new instructions. Each of these instructions is created by combining basic primitives. Adding new instructions increases the number of critical paths in the execution unit. Therefore, these new instructions increase the impact of the process variation on the extended processor.
In this paper, we describe a statistical design flow for extending the instruction set architecture (ISA) by considering the manufacturing process fluctuations in the high level design. Both systematic and random variations are modeled and considered in both identification and selection phases. Additionally, to evaluate the proposed methods, a bunch of benchmarks from different benchmark suits are used (i.e., PacketBench [26] , SNU-RT [27], Mibench [28] , MediaBench [29] benchmark suits).
The rest of this paper is organized as follow. In Section II, the ISA extension methodology and the impact of the process variation on CIs are described. Section III briefly reviews the related works while the proposed design flow is explained in Section IV. The experimental setup and the results are described in Section V. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section VI.
II. ISA EXTENSION AND THE IMPACTS OF THE PROCESS VARIATION
In this section, first, the overall design flow of the ISA extension is described. Also, the problem of finding the subset of CIs which maximizes the total speedup is formulated. Next, the impacts of the process variation on the selected CIs and the importance of the considering process variation on the design flow are discussed.
A. ISA Extension Flow
The overall flow of the ISA extension is shown in Figure 1 . The ISA extension starts by extracting the data flow graph (DFG) of the application. The DFG shows the flow of the instructions which should be executed by the processor. Custom (extended) instructions are subgraphs of this DFG which meet some predefined constraints such as convexity, I/O ports, and propagation delay. A subgraph is architecturally feasible if its inputs are available at the time of selection which is only
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possible if the subgraph is convex. A subgraph S is called convex when there exists no path from a node ∈ to another node ∈ while the node ∉ involves in the path [1] . Also, the number of inputs and outputs of the subgraphs should be equal or less than the read and write (R/W) ports of the base processor register file. If the I/O number is larger than the register-file R/W ports, we should use pipelining method to resolve this problem which decreases the performance of the extended processor [15] . Finally, the CI delay is defined based on the clock period and the execution unit of the processor. If the execution stage of the processor is single cycle, the subgraphs which their propagation delay is less than one clock period cycle are acceptable. If the execution stage is multicycle, the CI delay should be less than the number of cycle times. The enumeration of the feasible subgraphs is done in the identification phase.
If a DFG node is included in two CIs, these two CIs are considered to have overlap with each other. Because each node in the DFG should not be executed by more than one CI, all the CIs that have an overlap with a selected CI are removed from the list of the identified CIs in the selection phase. Based on the overlap between the CIs, a conflict graph is constructed. The nodes in the conflict graph are CIs and an edge between two nodes shows that these CIs have overlap.
In the last phase (selection phase), the best CI groups are selected among all identified CIs. There are two general approaches for the CI selection which are optimal and nonoptimal approaches [4] . The former are exact methods which finds the best (optimal) CIs set by searching all the search space. This technique may become intractable for real applications where the number of nodes in the DFG of the application is too large. Hence, in this approach, we should prune the search space to make this algorithm practical. nonoptimal approaches are much faster than the optimal techniques. While there is no guarantee for the optimality of their solutions, in many cases, these techniques indeed may obtain optimal solutions. In this paper, we consider the branch-and-bound and the greedy algorithms as the optimal and nonoptimal algorithms, respectively.
In the selection phase, the candidates are selected based on their merit value. Normally, cycle saving is the main objective in the ISA extension. The cycle saving may be computed as In addition to cycle saving, if there is a defined area budget for implementing the CFU, the merit function is specified as
Cycle saving/Area [5] . In this case, the merit function of the i th CI is defined as (2) where Area i is the area of the i th CI.
It should be note that there is another ISA extension flow which combines the identification and selection phases with each other. It means, in this approach, instead of extracting all feasible subgraphs in the identification phase, the best subgraphs which do not have conflict with each other and meet the defined constraints, are extracted. Hence, in this flow, the merit function is used in the identification phase. The combination approach is faster and also needs less memory space compared to the case when the identification and selection phases are separated. However, the later approach is better in finding the isomorphic CIs which reduce the area usage and increase the speedup. Additionally, in the latter case, a higher speed gain may also be achieved because the CI selection is performed among all the identified CIs.
Finally, we can formulate the instruction selection problem as
is applicable when the area constraint ) is defined as a limitation in the ISA extension.
B. Process Variation Impact on ISA Extension
In conventional approaches, the delay of a CI is estimated as a constant value which is equal to the summation of the worst-case delays of the nodes (primitives) in the critical timing path which is activated during the execution of the CI [6] .
Due to increase in the parametric variability in the nanoscale technologies [21] , using the worst-case approach is not appropriate and statistical approaches for the delay estimation should be utilized [6] . Figure 3 (a) shows an identified CI which contains two nodes whose PDFs are shown in Figure 3 (b). As discussed in the introduction section, the delay of the digital circuits due to the process variation is not a constant value. Hence, the PDF show the distribution of the delay of the design.
If we wish to use the worst-case approach, the delay of the CI is equal to the delay of the multiplier plus the delay of the adder. The worst-case delay ( ) is given by [6] 3 (4) where shows the primitive worst-case delay with the mean and standard deviation of and , respectively. In our example, the worst case delay of the CI is equal to 3 3 5.93 . Using the statistical information, the delay of the CI is modeled as a PDF which shows the delay behavior of the CI by considering the process variation. It
shows that the mean value of the delay is 5.124ns while its variation is about 11%.
(a) (b) In the conventional approaches, the CIs which do not meet the clock period constraint (which is one clock period in nonpipelined ALUs or more than one clock periods in pipelined ALUs) in the identification phase, are removed (assuming the delay is the only concern in the CI extension). In the presence of variability, we can use the worst-case delay. However, due to the variability increase, using the worst-case delay leads to a pessimistic design. In a statistical design approach, a performance yield metric is defined which describes the probability for the circuit to meet the predefined delay constraint [11] . Hence, in statistical approach, in addition to the delay constraint, we should specify this yield constraint. In the identification phase, the CIs whose performance yields are smaller than the specified performance yield are eliminated.
Similarly, in the conventional approaches, in the selection phase, the best CIs are selected. The best CIs are the ones whose cycle savings are larger than the others. In the statistical approaches which consider the process variation, we should also include the performance yields of the CIs in our selection process. As an example, the PDF of three CIs are depicted in Figure 4 where the clock period of the processor is assumed to be 3 ns and the performance yields of the CIs must be greater than 90% (the details will be described in the next section). The CI3
will be removed in the identification phase, because its performance yield is about 16% which is smaller than the defined constraint. The performance yield of the CI1 and CI2 are 100% and 96%, respectively. Hence, both of them are passed to the selection phase. Note that if instead of the statistical approach, we use the worst-case approach, the CI2 is also will be removed from the candidate set. This indicates that the candidate set in the statistical approach has more candidate CIs than the worse-case approach providing us with more options for increasing the speed. The ability in enhancing the speed will be seen in Section V when we present the speed gain of the statistical approach compared to the worse-case approach.
In the selection phase, the CIs with the greater merit value will be selected. Two merit functions may be defined in this phase. In one function, we can only include the speedup where the CI with the greater cycle saving will be selected. In the other function, both speedup and performance yield are included where the CI which leads to a larger speedup and performance yield will be selected. For example, in Figure 4 if we assume that the cycle saving of the CI1 and CI2 are the same, CI1 will be selected.
Therefore, the instruction selection formulation by considering the performance yield as a new constraint is modified as
Here, the is the performance yield of the i th CI, and the PY Constraint is the predefined performance yield constraint. The overall yield of the extended ISA must be greater than PY Constraint . [12] ). The impacts of the process variation on pipelined processors have been discussed in [9] [10] [13] . In these works, techniques to mitigate these impacts have also been suggested.
Additionally, there exist works in the field of ISA extension. The works deal with both the CI identification (see, e.g.,
- [17] ) and selection (see, e.g., [2] [5] [19] ).
An algorithm that explores the search space of candidate subgraph set exhaustively for a single feasible CI that meets the I/O constraint is presented in [3] . The algorithm which pruned the search space runs in linear time for most DAGs (Direct Acyclic Graph) having practical numbers of nodes. In [1] , the problem of identifying CIs was solved by using the genetic algorithm while in [14] , the problem was formulated and solved by the Integer Linear Programming (ILP) approach. The works in [15] [16] [17] proposed methods to enumerating all subgraphs of the DFG (data flow graph). In these methods, only the convexities of the subgraphs were important while the I/O constraint was not defined. The technique proposed in [18] was able to identify CIs with or without the I/O constraint. In all of the proposed identification methods, increasing the cycle saving of the selected CIs has been the goal when only observing the I/O constraint and convexity of the selected CI.
In [2] , for selecting the CIs (the selection phase), an algorithm based on the optimal method of the branch-and-bound and the non-optimal method of the greedy approach has been proposed. The proposed method makes the runtime of the selection process reasonable for practical cases. The optimal method may require a very large runtime in these cases. The objective of the technique was to improve the performance without considering the area budget. The technique proposed in [19] partitioned the solution into several sub-problems and presented an optimal branch-and-bound covering algorithm. This algorithm used subgraph size (number of nodes in the subgraph) as its merit function and relied on sorting the candidates in decreasing order of size. An automatic framework for designing a customized processor has been suggested in [5] . The
proposed method handles the instruction set identification and selection. In the selection phase, the cycle saving and area budget of the CIs are used as the merit function. In these methods, the merit value shows the cycle saving of the CI or combination of the cycle saving and area budget.
All of the proposed approaches suggested techniques for improving the speed by finding a better ISA extension in the identification and selection phases. It should be noted that in these methods deterministic values of parameters were used in estimating the delay of the CIs. To show the importance of switching from deterministic approach to the statistical design, a yield-aware ASIP design methodology was proposed in [20] . The considered variation model in this work was simple. In this work, we propose a design flow which models both the systematic and random variations of the CIs in the identification phase. Additionally, we improve the procedures in the selection phase to select CIs with higher cycle saving while both area and performance yield constraints are not violated.
IV. PROPOSED DESIGN FLOW
The proposed design flow which is shown in Figure 5 has four main stages. The flow starts by enumerating the CIs in the identification phase which is performed in stages 1 and 2. Based on the random (pruning 0) and systematic (pruning 2)
variations, the CI candidate set is pruned. In the proposed ISA extension flow, stage 3 generates the conflict graph, and finally, the best candidate CIs are selected in the stage of selection phase (stage 4). Here, the detailed explanation of the design flow is given by separating the identification and selection phases. It should be noted that the design flow shown in Figure 5 is applicable to the case of single-cycle CI selection. By some modifications, the flow may be used in the cases where the pipelining or resource sharing are employed to improve the speedup and the area usage of the extended ISA. 
A. Identification Phase
To model the delay variation of the CIs, we need the random variation model of each primitive. Using this variation model, a database containing the delay model of the primitives is formed. This database contains the delay variation of the CIs based on the random variation. However, to exactly model the systematic variation of the CIs, we need their placement information which is not available in this phase. Since we do not have these pieces of information, we take the following measures.
In the first step of the proposed flow, the candidate CIs are enumerated based on the predefined constraint, such as the number of I/O ports and maximum propagation delay. In conventional approaches (deterministic approaches), using STA, the propagation delay of a CI is calculated. If the propagation delay is larger than the maximum propagation delay, the enumerated subgraph is not selected as a CI candidate. In the proposed statistical approach, instead of using STA in the flow, we should use a Statistical STA (SSTA) to model the delay of CIs. Therefore, in this phase, we need an SSTA to model the PDF of the enumerated subgraphs. Additionally, using the maximum delay constraint the CDF of the subgraph is calculated.
Finally, the comparison between the CDF of a subgraph and the predefined performance yield shows that whether the enumerated subgraph could be a candidate CI or not. The output of this stage is a set of the candidate CIs which satisfy the predefined constraints.
Note that, up to this stage, the CDFs of the CIs have been extracted based on the random variations. After applying the systematic variations, some of the candidates may be removed from the set. Next, we propose a method to model the systematic variation of the candidates.
To model the systematic variations, the placements of the gates in the critical paths in the layout design are needed. While this approach is accurate, the runtime of the placement algorithm to obtain this information for all the candidates will be too high (for some practical cases where the candidate CIs might be as high as one hundred thousands or even more). To reduce the runtime, one suggests using an approximate method to obtain this information. We assume that the systematic variation on a CI is estimated based on the dimension of the primitives in a CI. It is supposed the critical path in a CI is scattered in the whole area of the CI. This is an upper bound on the fluctuations due to the systematic variations. By this assumption, to model the systematic variations of the primitives in a CI, we only need the floorplanning of the primitives. Figure 6 shows a CI and the floorplan of its primitives. To find the floorplanning, the simulated annealing technique, which is a common approach for floorplanning, is used in this work. There are methods which have been proposed to model the spatial correlation of the systematic variation from the floorplanning (e.g., [22] [23]). Using these methods, we model the systematic variations of the CI delay. For example, the systematic variation model based on the multi-level quad-tree modeling, which is discussed in [22] , is shown in Figure 7 . In this method, the die area is divided into a multi-level quad-tree partitioning where the spatial correlation decreases as the level number decreases. Figure 7 shows the chip area partitioning in three levels. In each level, the die area is divided into 4 squares, where LN is the level number. As the number of level increases, the number of square also increases. Also, for each square (s) in each level (LN), a random number denoted by ∆ is generated based on the systematic variation assigned to each level. Note that the total with-in die variation is divided among the levels. By summing the square variations (∆ ) for each gate, its intra-die variation is obtained. For example, in Figure 7 , assume that the Gate A belongs to square 13 of level 2, square 2 of level 1, and square 0 of level 0. The length (systematic) variation of this gate may be obtained from
Using Figure 7 , we can model the systematic variations of the three primitives of ADD, SUB, and Shift as
where the ∆ shows the variation of the x th square in the y th level. Based on formulation, the systematic variations may be added to the primitive delay model to make it more accurate. The number of the CIs has a major impact on the runtime of the floorplanning algorithm, and hence, their number should be reduced as many as possible. Note that the performance yields of some CIs when only the random variation is considered are one. This may mean that the delays of the gates of these CIs are considerable smaller than the delay constraint. For these cases, given the small area of the CI, we may safely assume that the systematic variation may not change the performance yield and hence they may be removed from the set which should be floorplanned. This way, the runtime of floorplanning is reduced lowering the overall runtime of the design flow. To do this pruning, we extract the maximum delay impact of the systematic variation on the CIs whose performance yields are 1(pruning 1).
To model the maximum impact of the systematic variation, we use the FO4 inverter chain model of the CI (see, e.g., [24] ). This model means that the delay of the chain is equal to the nominal delay of the CI. The standard deviation of the systematic fluctuations for the chain is proportional to the number of its elements [7] . Also, in a highly correlated area, the fluctuation is zero. Hence, we modified the equation proposed in [7] to
where shows the number of inverter gates in the FO4 model of the CI, HCA is highly correlated area, Width(HCA) is the maximum distance between any two points in the HCA (i.e., if the HCA has a square shape, its width is √2 ), √2 is the maximum distance between any two points of an inverter gate, and finally is the sigma of the systematic fluctuation. Figure 8 shows a CI and its corresponding FO4 model as well as the HCA slice of the FO4 chain. After the floorplanning, the PDF delay of the CIs should be modeled again using SSTA.
B. Selection Phase
After Identification, the conflict graph should be generated. The last step for the ISA extension is CI selection. In this phase, among the candidate CIs, the best ones are selected as the extended ISA set. There are two general approaches for CI the selection which are the branch-and-bound and greedy approaches. In the former type, which is exact, the whole design space is searched to find the set of best CIs. These algorithms are generally time-consuming. To make them feasible, some pruning techniques, which depend on some parameters such as the extended ISA processor target and constraints, have been proposed (see, e.g., [25] ). On the other hand, while the greedy approach is fast, the selected CI set is not necessarily the optimal set.
In the statistical approach, to meet the predefined performance yield constraint ( ) in an extended processor, the following equation must be satisfied:
Here, is the performance yield of the baseline processor (the processor without CFU), and is the performance yield of the i th selected CI. Hence, in the selection phase, the performance yield of the extended ISA must be greater than . Therefore, compared to conventional (deterministic) approach, a new constraint is added to the selection phase and the selection algorithm needs to be modified accordingly.
The proposed merit function should increase the cycle saving of the selected CIs without violating the area and performance yield constraints. Our studies showed that the higher performance yields obtained from CIs with smaller area usages. Therefore, (2) implicitly depends on the performance yield too. To make this clearer, consider the example of the G721decode benchmark. Figure 9 (a) shows the joint distribution of the area and performance yield (the performance yield constraint was defined 0.90) of the CIs for this benchmark. The figure shows that, for most of the cases, CIs with smaller areas provide higher performance yields when compared to CIs with larger areas. CIs with more areas may have more gates in series leading to longer delay paths, and hence, the chance of violating the delay constraint due to the variations increases.
In Figure 9 (b), the distribution of the performance yield of the CIs is plotted. The distribution is mainly concentrated around 99.8% with some distribution scattered down to 91.6%. Our study showed that a similar behavior existed for other benchmarks. In the case of area, no similar concentration of the distribution is observed (see Figure 9 (c)). Note that there are a considerable number of CIs with small areas. They have a higher chance of being selected if (2) is used. In most cases, however, the cycle savings of these kinds of CIs are low. Hence, to enhance the role of cycle saving in the selection process, another merit function should be invoked. We suggest using the merit function given by
where shows the merit function of the i th CI when the performance yield is also considered, and f(PY i ) is a function obtained by a linear mapping of PY i . Note that there is an implicit relation between the area and the performance yield as was discussed above, and hence, (8) implicitly considers the area in the selection process as well.
The mapping which maps the smallest PY (= ) to zero and the largest PY (100%) to one, is given by 1
Finally, note that when the area budget (constraint) is very small, the importance of using the area parameter should be more.
Hence, it is expected that (2) which has the area as an explicit parameter, give better results in comparison to (8) (a) In the modification of the exact algorithm, pruning techniques play a major role. The proposed pruning technique depends on the constraints and the type of base processor (e.g., VLIW and RISC). We, however, can limit the runtime of this approach by pruning the design space (search space). To do this, the candidate CIs might be sorted based on their merit values (i.e., Equation (8) be searched to select the best candidates. Figure 10 shows a branch-and-bound algorithm to select the CIs from a candidate set. In this example, the area is the only predefined constraint. Thus, first, we sort the CIs from the smallest to largest ones in the candidate set, and then, call the selection function (shown in Figure 10 ). The sorting helps to prune the decision tree (search space). In the selection function, if the algorithm reaches a CI whose selection violates the area budget of the CFU, the algorithm will return (will not continue that subtree) (lines 5, 6, and 7). Also, in this code, the Selected CIs Set is an empty set where, in each step, the selected CI is added to it. Additionally, before the algorithm being returned, this set is checked to determine if the set is the best one (lines 3 and 6). Is it the best selected CIs 7:
Remove the CIs have conflict with the CIIndex from the candidate set 9: CFU_Area += CIIndex.Area 10: Add the CIIndex in Select CIs Set 11: BaB_Selection(Index +1) 12: CFU_Area -= CIIndex.Area 13: Remove the CIIndex from Select CIs set 14: Add the removed CIs due the conflict with the CIIndex to the candidate set //---------CIIndex will not be selected------------------------------15: BaB_Selection(Index +1) Figure 10 . Pseudo code of the branch-and-bound method when the area is the only predefined constraint.
In the proposed design flow, if the performance yield is the only constraint in the selection phase, the algorithm proposed in Figure 10 is applicable by using the performance yield instead of the area. On the other hand, if both the area and performance yield are the constraints, then we have to determine how the sorting should be performed. The criterion chosen for this sorting will be useful, if it can prune the design space. Hence, we should sort based on only one of the performance yield or area. This decision should be made before the selection phase. To find which one can prune the search space more than the other one, we use a heuristic approach whose pseudo-code is presented in Figure 11 . The decision relies on the number of CIs which can be selected from the beginning of the sorted CIs while the constraint is not violated. The criterion which leads to the smaller number of the CIs is the one which can prune the search space more. Decision: Sort based on the Area Figure 11 . Pseudo code of the decision method.
The proposed branch-and-bound technique for the selection phase is given in Figure 12 . When the constraint based on which the sorting has been performed is violated, the algorithm will return (one step back in the recursive calling of the BaB_Selection() function). If the violation is for the other constraint, the search continues neglecting the violating CI (by calling the BaB_Selection() function). goto Line 28 
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Experimental Setup
To assess the efficacy of the design flow, the custom instructions of a several benchmarks were extracted. The selected benchmarks included IP-Sec and MD5 from PacketBench [26] , lms from the SNU-RT benchmark suits [27], adpcm and bitcounter from MiBench [28] , and G271 encode/decode form MediaBench [29] . The proposed design flow was implemented by the C# language. Using the GCC (GNU Complier Collection), the DFG and the hotspot of these applications were generated and fed to the ISA extension design flow. To extract the basic blocks and also the DFG of the applications, we used the GIMPLE. It is a part of the GCC tool chain which maps the input source code to an intermediate representation language. The language, which is simple, is similar to the assembly language. Hence, we can easily extract the DFG and also the basic blocks of the input applications (i.e., benchmarks). Additionally, for each benchmark, we performed a benchmark profiling to find the number of times that each basic block of the benchmark is called during its runtime.
Therefore, the dynamic behaviors of the benchmarks are extracted and used in calculating the speedup. For the profiling, we used an input pattern for the application. Note that, in the cases where the benchmark package contains large examples of input pattern, we have used one of those inputs. In the other cases, we utilized a large random input. Additionally, note that the DFG extraction and also the profiling were performed based on the machine definition of the baseline processor.
To extract the PDF of the CIs, we use the canonical delay model [22] . To obtain the canonical delay forms of the gates, we have used the HSPICE simulations for a 45nm technology. Using the SSTA methods proposed in [30] , the canonical delay forms of the primitives were calculated. All the delay models of the primitives were gathered in a library which is used by the design flow to do the SSTA on the CIs. Also, to identify the candidate CIs, the exact method proposed in [1] was used.
The number of the I/O ports, maximum propagation delay, and the performance yield were the constraints in this phase. To find the floorplanning of the primitives in each CI, we implemented a method based on the simulated annealing (SA). The method also used the genetic algorithm in combination with SA to minimize the area of the CIs. In the selection phase, we implemented both greedy and branch-and-bound techniques. In the greedy approach [2] , the merit function proposed in (8) was used. As mentioned before, in the case of the branch-and-bound technique, the subset of the candidate CIs were pruned based on the cycle saving before the selection to reduce search space. In this case, the selection was performed based on the algorithm proposed in Figure 12 .
In this paper, we assumed that there were only L eff and V th variations and the systematic and random variation were independent of each other. Also, without loss of generality, we assumed that σL sys /L 0 = 5%, and σV th_rdn /V th0 = σL rnd /L 0 = 10% (see, e.g., [8] ). Additionally, to model the systematic variation, we defined the HCA about 100 μm 2 .
B. Results
1) Identification Phase
In the identification phase, to show the impacts of the variations on the candidate CIs, first, the CIs were enumerated based on the nominal delay. Then, by modeling the random and systematic variations, the candidate set was pruned. The random fluctuations change the delay of the CIs causing some CIs to violate the predefined performance yield constraint.
Those which violate the constraint must be removed from the candidate set. Figure 13 depicts the impact of the random variation on the enumerated CIs by showing the percentage of the CIs which were removed from the set due to the random variation. As the results show by decreasing the performance yield the percent of the removed CIs is reduced and the numbers of the candidates are increased. Also, the results show that under different performance yields of 1, 0.95, and 0.9, on average 47.75%, 30.36%, and 28.87% of the CIs were removed, respectively. After modeling the random variation, we need to model the systematic variation for which we need the floorplan of the primitives in a CI. As mentioned before, since this stage is time consuming, based on the method proposed in this paper, the design flow only performs floorplanning for some of the candidates. Figure 14 shows the percentage of the candidate which were selected for the floorplanning when the performance yield was 0.95. It shows that, we need to perform, on average, about 26.4% of the candidates leading to a substantial reduction in the runtime of this stage (and design flow as well). In Figure 16 , we have plotted the distributions of the performance yield of the CIs (∀ , 1) before and after the systematic variation modeling. This graph shows the overall impacts of the systematic variation on the set of the candidate CIs. Hence, the comparison between the results reported in Figure 13 and Figure 15 shows that the impact of the systematic variation on the performance yield is not as high as that of the random variation. This originates from the small size of the CIs. Certainly, decreasing the highly correlated area will increase the impact of the systematic fluctuation. Figure   17 shows the percentage of the CIs which are removed from the set when the HCA is reduced to the 50 μm 2 . 
2) Selection Phase
To study the impacts of the merit function of the greedy approach on the selection process, we studied the efficacy of the proposed merit function when both the area and performance yield constraints were considered. Table I shows the speedup of the customized processor compared to the baseline processor and also performance yield of the selected CIs (using the greedy approach) when two different merit functions were used. One merit function was based on (2) (denoted by "(2)") and the other was (8) (denoted by "(8)"). As the results show that, for most cases, the proposed merit function of (8) selected CIs, on average, about 3.2% higher speedup compared to the conventional merit function. However, as we expected, by decreasing the area constraint, the importance of the area increased giving rise to the outperformance of the conventional merit function. Specifically, in the case of small area constraint of 15% for the benchmarks adpcm and MD5, (2) led to higher speedups. As mentioned before, the branch-and-bound technique also may be used for selecting the optimal CIs. The runtime of this technique, however, could be too high. To reduce the runtime for practical cases, one should reduce the search space using a pruning technique. In the previous section, we proposed a pruning technique based on sorting the candidate CIs. Figure 18 shows the efficacy of on the pruning technique. The results were extracted when the candidate set contained 30 of the CIs whose cycle saving were higher than the other enumerated CIs. Also, the goal was to select the five best of them under the predefined area and performance yield constraint (Area Constraint = 4% of the baseline processor and PY Constraint = 0.95%). The results show that, in the best (worst) case, the proposed technique reduced the search space about 87.5%
(17.3%). On average, the search space was reduced about 62.8%. Finally, Table II shows the speedups of the extended processor when the proposed branch-and-bound ("BaB") and greedy techniques were used. Since BaB is very time consuming, we added two additional constraints. One limited the number of candidate CIs to fifty. The fifty candidates were those which had the higher cycle savings. Also, in addition, the maximum number of selected CIs was limited to fifteen. The results showed that the branch-and-bound technique yielded better CIs with higher speedups compared to the greedy approach. Also, note that due to the added constraints, in some cases, the speedups reported for the greedy approach in Table II are lower than those reported in Table I where these constraints were not considered. Both systematic and random variations were considered. In the proposed design flow, instead of using the conventional static timing analysis (STA), statistical static timing analysis (SSTA) had to be used. Hence, a probabilistic approach was employed to identify and select CIs in the extensible processor design flow. In the identification phase, the probability density function (PDF) of the delay of each CI due to systematic and random variations was modeled and the performance yield was added as a constraint. The effects of systematic variation were estimated based on the floorplan of CIs. To make the approach computationally more efficient, we proposed a method for reducing the modeling time of the systematic variation by reducing the number of candidate CIs for the floorplanning. The results showed that the proposed method reduced the number of the CIs for floorplanning by about 24.6%. The reduction in the number CIs was considerable revealing the efficacy of the method for reducing the modeling time. In the selection phase, both greedy and branch-andbound approaches were used. In the greedy approach, the merit function of the conventional approach was modified to increase the speedup of the extended processor without violating the area and performance yield constraints. In most cases, the results showed that the proposed merit function reached higher performances in comparison to the conventional approach. On average, the proposed merit function led to a higher speedup of 3.2%. Finally, in the branch-and-bound approach, we proposed an effective pruning technique to reduce its execution time. The proposed technique was able to reduce the search space of the benchmarks considerably (~62%) which led to the reduction of execution time. This showed that the use of an effective pruning technique could make the branch-and-bound approach a more practical optimization technique to obtain better CIs for higher speedups. It should be noted that as the technology size shrinks, the uncertainty in the values of the physical parameters will increase, and hence, the speedup improvements of the proposed technique increases further. In addition, the increase mandates the use of statistical design approaches such as the one proposed in this paper. As a future work, one may consider the leakage power of the extended ISA as a parameter in the statistical design flow proposed in this work. In addition, including the effect of time-dependent variations (such as negative bias temperature instability) in the design of ASIPs could be another research area of importance.
